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New Star Bazaar
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by JAKE JUTKOWITZ
..The New Star Bazaar was held
last Friday night in the Oak and
Marble Lounge of the Student
Center. (Clockwise from top left:)
A young friend admires the Sunni
Moslem exhibit, someone is interested in buying a work of art,
students contemplate the next
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Senate Meeting

Facility
Negotiations

on

Definite

by Rob Mnhlrad
After two previous meetings their own, the latter of which could
There is no student input in the
"Student Government accepts the fact that we cannot hav<
levoted to passing club budgets, be more costly to Student
contract
negotiations
between
the
registration any other time except intersession," said Tim
Senate again failed to complete Government in the long run. At this
Board
of
Higher
Education
and
the
Matula,
Chairman of Day Session Student Government, at
|this piece of business at its meeting point several questions were
Professional
Staff
Congress.
meeting last Friday, November 10th, in President Wiagfiekle'i
brought up about the screening
>f Wednesday, November 9.
The University Student Senate, conference room. " B u t / ' she noted, "no one is happy about it.
The majority of the budgets process required for admission to
[submitted
by
Baruch Lamport Leaders. After much the representative body of the
The meeting consisted of several Computer Center with two keyj
[organizations, which had already debate, the Sente voted to give the students of City University, has administrators telling two students units not properly organized
J been approved by the F e e s club $3000 of the more than $5000 been barred from any direct why registration could not be held handle registration.
participation in the bargaining December 4-14 a s originally
Committee, were passed. Those they had asked for.
The increase in the number of I
process.
{clubs, however, that for one reason
classes
and the occupancy of space]
scheduled.
The
two
sfudents
were
On a similar note, Susan Schultz
lor another needed representation
of
these
classes has added to the]
Ms.
Matula
and
Robert
Basrett,
Senate has submitted thirtyland had none, such as the German of the Baruch Hotline asked for an sixThedemands,
difficulties
of the registration
Editor-in-Chief,
Ticker;
also
inbasic to the
[Club and Yavneh, were tabled until additional $240 to send her development of student
preparation
process.
Also, classes j
services on vited but not present was Pauline are presently conducted
organization's members to the
[today's meeting.
in the area j
the campus to both the Board and Black, President of Evening which will be used for registration
Lamport
Leaders
Workshop.
The
The meeting began late because
thought this was unfair and, the Congress. Accompanying,these Session Student Government. The and it is impossible to ask the]
la quorum was not reached until Senate
were
Vice
a motion proposed by Geary demands were both a twenty-four Administrators
lalmost a half hour after the in
President
Bernard
Mintz,
who classes to move.
Greenidge, voted to eliminate page brief setting down a rationale
[meeting's 5 P.M. scheduled start. scholarships
The new time is supposed to]
for student participation, and a chaired the meeting, President
for all clubs.
[Due
to
secretary
Robertc
benefit
students. One of the adWingfield, Dean of Faculties
In other action, the Sente.passed demand that a student observer be William
[Rodriguez's absence, the minutes
Monat, Dean Brown of the vantages is that each department
present at negotiations to make
[from the previous meeting were the budgets of the Law Society, as sure that student interests would School of Liberal Arts, Dr. Fallin of will be required to have an advisor
Inot ready and their reading was is; History Society, as is (when it be considered in bargaining.
the School of Business, M. Lewis present at all times who will be
was pointed out that they wanted
|thereby eliminated.
Temare,
Registrar, and Mr. able to open closed courses when
for guest speakers, ChairWBMB's budget was the first to $900
In response, the Board has said Rosenhand of the Computer necessary. Students will also be
woman
Linda
Matula
said,
"For
able io have their grades in time
[be acted on. General manager that you can get Napoleon."); that it has no objections to the Center.
for registration. Dean Monat has
[Steve Kahn, with two members of Photography Club, as is; Art presence of a student observer.
The
decision
to
reschedule
sent
a memorandum to insure that
Ihis staff, explained that the radio Society, unanimously after they However, the Congress has said
registration
during
the
instudents*
grades will be available]
|station wants to buy equipment, all cut their own budget; Education that in its opinion students have
tersession
was
based
on
"good
and
to all department chairmen!
>f it portable, for expansion into Society, after the Senate made nothing to do with the contract and
sufficient
reasons/*
stated
Vicedirecting
them to have all grades
[the Freshman Center and the Main some cuts; Theatron, as is, with therefore should have no part in
President
Mintz.
He
said,
the
posted
48
hours after final exams
iuilding cafeteria. After a half $118 exempted from the across-the- the bargaining.
decision
was
not
a
unilateral
one
The
students
will be identified by
Ihour discussion, the budget was board cut; Boosters, less $15 for
The
Congress
has
supported
its
made
by
the
registrar
or
anyone
their
social
security
number to
|passed.
decorations; West Indian Club, position by stating that in the past, else, but came from a set of con- insure confidentiallity. To insure
The longest debate of the night, a $150 held in reserve; Psychology
[full hour, was devoted to the Society, as is, by acclimation; the Senate has opposed the ditions. Mintz said that the that faculty advisors will be
[Lamport „ Leaders.
Fredie Foreign Trade Society, as is; and Congress. No mention has been Registrar's office is "totally and present, Monat is using ''more
completely undermanned/' The than a memorandum/*
IGreenblatt, representing.- the finally Student Government itself, made of the fact tbit the Senate office
just moved from part-time
Matula asked if it could be
has
recently
supported
the
[organization, asked for additional as is.
help
to
full-time
help
and
all
of
the
guaranteed
that none of the pit
Congress
on
two
key
issues:
the
[funds to provide scholarships for
workers
will
nofcJfe
available
untO
falls
of
a
December
registraton
imposition of class-size restriclembers of P.R.I.D.E. who, by By this time all those remaining tions,
November
27tKjfcese
people
have
wFC
occoivTemares
stated
that a s
the establishment of a
[prior agreement, would par- were anxious to go home so the 20 policy and
to
be
trained,
a
h
M
t
t
e
is
needed.
A
farashis
department
is
to announce reasons for the
[ticipate in the Lamport Leaders percent across-the-board cut was
similar condition* exists in the be will be "perfectly
(Continued
on Page 10)
[Workshop rattier than conduct not discussed.
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based general headquarters that - attended sessions on 'Features following day. The last night of any
afternoon'followed by the Ford Worth
"*"Digging- For,
=»-- "The Campus convention.is usually the best and
this one w a s no exception. There
Motor Company's showing of its Journalist as a Writer," "Instant were
many all-night parties (such
Yearbooks—the Product," "Law
. movie, Confrontation at Ford.
as the one in 918A) and people
and
the
Campus
Press,"
"Sports
The yearbook publishing comroaming from one party to
panies hosted a beer blast that Huddle—Where, Why," "Writing another. There was one delegate
evening which preceded the the R e v i e w , " "Ads in Small from Maryland who went to see
opening convocation featuring College Newspapers," "Yearbook Sargent Shriver at a McGovern for
White House Communications Layout," and others.
President rally and attempted to
Director Herbert Klein as guest
During the break between the make this her third consecutive
speaker. Following the con- morning and afternoon sessions, night without any sleep. Alas she
vocation, parties began forming in Paramount Pictures hosted a failed.
several o£_the_delegales4 roftn^_._:p|^v|ew_of-Rad-X^onipanK:
Monday morning ^ t h e r e w e r e
began
„
•
_:_v;,-_-_-;~
i^t.i
'ZiL^j,
On Friday night there was a ^ ^ ^ 1 \ong lines at the cashiers'
Friday morning. The four dance featuring the Ohio Express Endows a s the college journalists
representatives from TICKER <as a result of which TICKER checked o u t . There were some
left after a half hour At the _ g o o d b y e s <&& but overall it was
same time a banjo band en- n o t the kind of sad yet happy scene
tertained and old-time comedies ^ j ^ occurred in the lobby of the
were shown in other parts of fee :ggidias Statler Hilton a year
hotel. Of course there were the earlier. Later that afternoon, two
usual array of parties. A post- representatives from Chicago
midnight" showing of Jeremiah were lucky enough to get a first
Johnson was hosted by Warner hand look at what the legendary
Brothers.
Bronx is really like.
Saturday
morning
the
mood
Everybody—including
those
greatest Eating & Drinking Public House Ever!
turned serious again as those from Largo, Md.; Chicago and
delegates that were able to recover Springfield, HI.; Atlanta, Ga.;
from the previous night came to Buffalo, N.Y.; Smithfield, R.I.;
journalism -\ sessions. Birmingham, A l a . ; Hibbing,
more
Minn.; Thisbodaux, La.;, and San
TICKER was represented
Diego, Cal.-seemed to have had an
at
those
entitled
"NEAS unusually
time while gaining
National Ads,-'"Involve the Total journalisticgood
information
would
Campus Community," "Say it otherwise not have beenthat
acquired.
Safely," "Feature Photography Next year Chicago is due to be
OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER
for Editors," "Investigative invaded by t h e Associated
Reporting," "Advocate Jour- Collegiate Press delegates.
nalism," "Make-Up, Inside Out,"
By the way, how come, upon
as well as several others.
returning to school Monday
The conference closed with morning,-all
of HPA already knew
Paramount's screening of A all the details
of the previous
Separate Peace. Most delegates, weekend?
however, did not leave until the

or
Visits U.S. Customs House
by Alan Lebensfeld

Thursday afternoon, November
by Rob Muhlrad
2, consisted of waiting on a two
The 48th annual Associated hour line to check in at the Statler;
Collegiate Press Conference was registration at the ACP booth;
heldattheNew York Statler Hilton touring the exhibit booths and
Hotel from November 2nd through picking up a shopping-bag-full of
the 4th and w a s attended by ap- literature, samples, and other
proximately 1200 delegates from colleges' newspapers; unpacking
all_over the country-As it did last and. a late, lunch; and meeting
year TICKER- went to the con- delegates from other college
vention and returned with a large papers and yearbooks.
amount of newly acquired jom>
nalistic knowledge, : ^tffimif'iig *"'»_ National Educational Adver_-..-_
"^^yearr^wer^Btftr^
Agrandff, Jake Jutkowitz, and Rob TICKER with its national ads,
Muhlrad.
-••"
. condjicteoTa tour of its New York

;

Steaft&Breu;

The

Fifth Aw. at 12 St
260 West 23 St
228 West 47 St
400 East 57 St

Foamy pitchers of ice-cold draught
beer, brought to your table all through dinner.
:
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Civil liberties Too tittle
Or Too Much

*t*Wt*-'*

TfieTjSw Society will sponsor a
discussion on the timely subject:
"Civil Rights and Civil Liberties:
Too Little or Toe Much?'" on
Thursday. November IS. zt 12 roor.
in Room 1104.
The featured
speaker is
Professor Irving Anolik. who is a
part-time adjunct law professor at
Baruch College. He is a practicing
attorney who graduated from
Harvard Law School in 1951.
Professor Anolik is a former
Assistant District Attorney and
was Chief of the Appeals Bureau as
well as Chief Administrative
Assistant District Attorney in
Bronx County for eight years.
1 - 1j f i e . - w iL _! 1 • « f

m o u n t a i n o f fresh crisp,'.mixed green salad. Garnish
w i t h bacon bits, croutons, cheese, onions, chopped
olives, then ladle on y o u r favorite dressing.

pins
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK
OR, A H A L F - P O U N D S T E A K B U R G E R 3.25
S L I C E D SIRLOIN S T E A K & 9 5 B E E F B R O C H E T T E 4 . 2 5
R O A S T P R I M E R I B S O F B E E F 4.95 F I L E T M1GNON 5 . 9 5
L O B S T E R T A I L S 6.95 S T E A K & L O B S T E R TAIL 6 . 7 5

; Mr. Anolik has teiet? cases .both
in State and Federal courts and has
also argued hundreds of appeals in
a number of appellate courts,
including the United States
Supreme Court. Many of his appeals have involved important
constitutional i s s u e s such as
wiretapping, search and seizure,
coerced confessions and other socalled "invasion of civil rights"
cases.
Faculty members and students
are invited to participate in this
exciting program.
All students and faculty are
cordially invited. Refreshments
will be served.
i
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Marketing

Twenty students and one faculty is the strongest felt opinion of this
On November 9 the Public to know it." Dean Eilbert also breaking the old record of 26 hours,
advisor of the Baruch College Foreign
Trade Society that the Relations Society had as its guest, mentioned
fact . that the 15 minutes. This took place in
A
Foreign Trade Society visited the students
" """ of Baruch College must Mr. Mort Matz, the public relations president of the
the
Public
Relations Nathan's in Times Square. More
United States Customs House last help each other, help themselves, director for Nathan's Famous, Inc. Society, Don Janklow,
Nathan's
greeted
was recently \
Thursday, November 2, a s one of to achieve a successful college Also present at the meeting were responsible for the "instant
President
Nixon
with
a
hotdog
their many field trips to in- career as well as a successful President Clyde J. Wingfield and campus" last spring.
when he returned from his trip to
stitutions involved in the field of professional career.
Dean Henry
Eilbert, who
After a break, during which <3iina earlier this" year."
International Trade. The trip inThe Foreign Trade Society in- welcomed t h e society to the . hotdogs, courtesy of Nathan's were * Most of Nathan's publicity stuntsvolved a subway jaunt down to vites any student interested in college.
• .TV served, Dan introduced the have been covered; fay the'media
Bowling Green where the U.S. International Trade to come down
President Wingfield callejljthe speaker, Mr. Matz. He told the because*
_ they
_ are_ informed
CUSUHUS House is located.
- - - to ^ny-<rf oar^ meetings, -and^hehj) ^©ciety^ a^*usefut rkratt lefc en^ story oTTidw Nathan's began as a previoiJSlytbiauWe^^^w^iake^
The U.S.. Customs House is the them to attain this goal of mutual terprise" and hoped that i t would hotdog stand on Coney Island in place. The coverage of these ocmain agency for regulating im- help and understanding. - Their *cadd spice to the school.*' Dean 1916 arid how it grew to the twelve- casions has resulted in
in more
ports into this country; they are office is in room 1406 of the Main Elbert said that Baruch had been store chain that it i s today. Mr.. business for the hotdog chain.
the ones who supervise tariff rates, Building, and they hold meetings waiting a long time for the society Matz also explained some of the
Mr. Matz, who owns bis own
y
tabulate merchandise under every Thursday
a t 12:00 P.M. In and he expressed the hope that it publicity stunts he has used for publicity firm, also handles acquotas, a n d p r o c e s s entry of the next couple of weeks they have would bring favorable publicity to Nathan's. One of these was a counts for the Coney Island
a convention at the Waldorf, and an the college. "We know Baruch is a singing marathon where a singer Chamber of Commerce and for
foreign goods-into our country.
fine school—^we want everyone else sang for forty-eight hours, Congressman Mario Biaggi.
Once at the.Customs House, the Alumni Homecoming Dinner.
Society w a s taken on an
educational,tour by Mr. Margolies,
14 ^ »
and shown the many intricate
functions of his job. Along with the
guidance of Mr.. Edward Pagan,
the faculty advisor, the employees
VoLl Bines Originals
of the various departments gave
Blind Willie M d L Atlanta TWelve String
them a thorough and. very
meaningful explanation of the
Blind Willie Mclell was a true twelve-string guitar wizard. His fingerpicking style on the awkward
United States Customs House.
instrument is instantly recognized.This album contains fifteen sides which were cut for Atlantic over
After three hours of rampaging
20 years ago and then lost in the files. They were recovered in good shape last year and now, this
around the immense halls of the
last great block of superb music recorded commercially by Blind Willie McTefi can be heard.
agency the m e m b e r s of the
Foreign Trade Society departed
with a great deal of knowledge
M 2 Bhies Originals
which they did not possess before.
ProfessorLonghain New Orleans Rano
This trip was just one of the
many field trips' they have taken
Professor Longhair's piano style has influenced all the great New Orleans pianists-. Dr. John,
this year, and in the future they
Fats Domino, Alan Tbussaint; Huey Smith to name a few, venerate Longhair .as their true mentor and
will continue for they provide the
speak of him with deep love and respect Professor Longhair is a part of New Orleans music
society with real, practical exhistory and his records mean humor and enjoyment; which this album indicates. Featoiring^every track he
perience in the field of Foreign
Trade. Unlike the book-learning
cut for Atlantic, the songs are taken from two sessions, one in late 1949 and one from lati^l.953:
which gives the members the
factual background to understand
what they are seeing, these trips
T-Bone Walker, Guitar S l i m , Lawyer H o u s t o n . Al King, Ray A ^ e e , R-S. Rankin
held the students to put the comThe scope of Texas blues is as broad as Texas i t s ^ and .
plicated, puzzle of documents,
goyexnjn£at_XS£3g&£to83*~ a » d .
reoer^pastTi***™* 1 ^
t r i i i ^ e o l ^ W t W i s^.
^...^.j^FSltl.
• corporation procedures into a well
collection of six of Texas' most irnpbrtant bfues guitarists —T-Bone^Afeikei; Guita?S^^^i-awyer
coordinated picture,-of Foreign
Houston, Al King, Ray Agee and R. S. Rankin. It provides an extensive survey of Texas guitar styles and music.
Trade.
Besides the field trips to
M 4 Blues OrioinaJs Bkies Raw, Chicago Phis:
^ . '
^
steamship companies, airline
Little J o h n n y J o n e s , Floyd D i x o n ,
cargo operations, and government
agencies, the Foreign Trade
"Little Brother" Montgomery, Frank "Sweet" W i l l i a m s , M e a d e Lux Lewis
Society also hosts guest lecturers,
There are some areas of the country notably rich in a heritage of piano music. Chicago is one of the
films in the field of International
richest. Examples of the various types of blues piano styles of Chicago are well represented in this album
Trade, and for the first time in its
which includes performances by Little Johnny Jones, Floyd Dixon, "Little Brother" Montgomery,
.history, have initiated a program
of tutoring, and work sessions for
Frank "Sweet" Williams and Meade Lux Lewisall International Trade Students
who have problems in any subject
M 5 BbesOnsmak
pertaining to school or at home. It
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ALL Y O U P A Y FOR
OUR REGULAR $ 4 3 5
R O A S T PRIME RIBS IS

$ 0 7 C
OmlD

t

3.75

• An intimate o M Engliah P u b , i n a n atmosphere o f deep, rich woods,
pewter tankards, k e g s and antiques.
• Junior portions for children with all tee birch beer they can drink.
• PlttSra cocktail lounge a n d all kinds of drinks.
• Sportjacket o r bluejeans—-you're always comfortable at Steak & Brew.
• Open for luncheon 1 1 : 3 0 a m . Sunday from 1 pm.
o Facilities available for private parties.
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J Baruch

RECEPTION
November 16 - 12:00-2:00 PM

1

Oak Lounge - Student Center

i

Tuesday, November *4, 1972

j Hot line

S33-

sacs:

John Lee Hooker has been an important part of the Detroit blues scene since the late forties. The songs
on this album are typical vintage Hooker that were recorded in 1953 and
1961 in Cincinnati and Miami. There are sixteen tunes on this album; each is superb, original and totally
John Lee Hooker.

M 6 Bines Originals
Jimmy & Mamaftncey:Chicago Kano,\WumeOne
The effect of Jimmy \ancey on contemporary R&B is incalculable. His bass lines, six- and
eight-beat-boggies, in shuffle^as well as rhumba time, have been used on countless records.This is a
collection of exceptional examples of Jimmy \anceys blues piano and some very moving vocals
by Estelle "Mama" \ancey.This was the last session for Jimmy and Manna \ancey together. Jimmy \ancey
died eight weeks after the session from diabetes.

Call:

SE3E

TICKER

i
i
i 533-0660
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All Marketing
Students
Welcome
sx
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John Lee Hooker Detrok Special

MONDAY & fUESDAY XHE PARTY NIGHTS AT EVERY STEAK & BREW
OUR REGULAR $4.95 12 OZ.
BONELESS SIRLOIN IS

by Joyce Rosenberg

ATLANTIC

Broadway at 51 St
Broadway at 68 St
313 E.Kingsbridg« IUL, Bronx
3121 Ocean ATK, Brooklyn

ALL THE DRAUGHT
T0U CAN DRINK.
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The Honeymoon

•««:. Thsrm arm no ksro**;
no•&**•*»;
«u? f «*rf guy*, no bod guys.. Tho world
oompUeotod than thai."
Jutoo Foiffor

RO0MUHLRAD

MICHAEL AMAMOFF
.Copy
NQREENEALCH
DOTTIE THOMPSON
HOWARD HOCHRAO
ROSA CERRATO, JOYCE
RICHARD SHRIKES.
Published WMfcly during the school t t r m by ttio Ticker
Association of Tho Barnard M . Baruch College, Too City
University of Mow York. Addross a l l com medications to Ticker,
B o x f C , 137 East 22nd Street, Now Y o r k , N.Y.,1001ft—Room 307F
Student Cantor, Tolopnooo 477-7730.
Editorial opinions do not necessarily represent tnoso off tno entire
Tickor Staf or Advisory Board, tne College off tno University.
Opinions contained in featere colvmns aro tnoso off tno authors
and not nocossarily tnoso off Tickor.

A Different Story
The reason behind the need for a change in the
registration schedule has finally become apparent.
Those in charge of the registration process j u s t aren't
for i t t o be conducted in December and need more
i&SHmG&VZ*

exa^
be available during intercession than December.
It is about t i m e that the administration learns that if
does not have to lie or tell half truths to the student body.
Saying that the registration rescheduling would
provide a better process by having more faculty advisors available resulted in an angry reaction from the
student body. If they had been told that the process was
not ready due to physical problems, perhaps there
would have been a different reaction.

Dear Ann,

R*

Good luck and
much happiness
at your new job,

Cf

-Hie
Who

Students

^

Part II
Hello, again, Baruch. It's time to
wake up and do something for a
change. Come on, you lazy slobs,
let's get moving- I'm about to give
you some m o r e well-deserved
criticism, like it or not. I haven't
quite finished telling this college
what I think of it. In fact, I'm
nowhere near finished.
— I ' v e been dong a lot of thinking in
the past week about Baruch and
apathy and what can be done to
alleviate the situation. I would like
all of you to stop and think for a
minute too. If you don't give a
damn about this school, then you
really don't give much of a damn
about yourself. If the college goes
down the drain, so you do. If
Baruch gets a bad name, and a
prospective employer sees that you
graduated from this place, they
won't think too much of your
-abilities. Big d e a l , so you
g r a d u a t e d from B a r u c h . That
didn't take too much effort. What
did you do while you were there?
Nothing? Who needs you, you lazy
bum. NextT And you are left
standing there, unable to explain
yourself. It can, and does happen.
And if you plan to go to grad school,
the s a m e thing will happen.

by Joyce Rosenberg
Hopefully, you don't need extrinsic motivation such as this in
order to get you active. It would be
nice if you did things for the college
b e c a u s e you w a n t . to. E v e n
something as simple a s joining a
club. There are enough here to be
able to find one that you fit into.
What's the matter with, you? Are
you anti-social? If you don't even
TRY, you're very possibly missing
out on meeting some very interesting people. And, if there
aren't any groups you want to join,
why not form one of your own?
You're hurting yourself if you
don't.
If you a r e a p a t h e t i c a b o u t
Baruch, chances are you are just
as apathetic about the world
around you. If there were a hole in
your street, directly in front of
your house, wouldn't you call up
the highway department? If your
ceiling leaked because of the
apartment above you, wouldn't you
speak to the landlord or janitor
about it? And if you got no
response, wouldn't you call the
Daily News or the Long Island
Press and complain that you've not
received any action? The same

T'Ff'fsr^

>>

. ^ v ^ g ^ ^ * ^ .. -,

thing applies to this college. If you
c a n ' t get a n y w h e r e with t h e
Registrar's' office, why don't you
complain about it to TICKER? (I
should say at this point that
a
lthough
I
am
extremely
:
prejudiced
about
the
merits
of this
;
newspaper, it is a fact that Ticker
is the best way to let this college
^ know i f y o u h a v e a valid gripe. J t is
read not only the student body, but
also By the faculty and the administration. A copy,pf each issue
is sent to Mr. Luis Quero-Chiesa,
the chairman of the Board of
Higher Education. So you see,
word will get around.) But if you
refuse to do anything about the
deficiencies of this college, I'd Uke
to bet your house, street, and
neighborhood a r e in pretty bad
shape. And to go a step further, it's
apathy like what we've got here
that lets thirty people do nothing
while a girl gets stabbed to death in
the street outside their homes. I'm
not exaggerating. Those people
and you a r e cut from the same
mold. You don't care about anyone
but yourselves. And .as I just
pointed out, you don't really care
that much about yourself.
Think about it.

Special Interests and Student Senate
by ALAN ELNICK
This year has been an election
year, and as such the cry of
corruption d u e to-special interests
fras^rung familiar^chifees into the.
e a r s of the American people. This
is nothing new, for in m a n y elections this music has been played.
People have grown deaf to its
melancholy m e l o d y and have
responded with a song of their
own—it is called apathy.
In Baruch College, the situation
bears a slight modification. Apathy
is an ancient tune here, corruption
within the student government is a
song yet unsung. 1 would like tc
hum a few bars for you.
At the present time, each Baruch
student pays a fee of sixty dollars
per semester. Eight dollars of this
goes for student activities.
Traditionally, this money has been
divied up between TICKER,
WBMB (Baruch radio), and the
many clubs that Baruch has to
offer. Little (if any) money is
allocated for use by or for the
general student body. You have to
pay to be allowed to smother in the
noxious fumes of lethargy and
boredom. So declares our student
government,
for
they
are
responsible for how our money is
spent.
Club membership in the school
makes up (at a conservatively high
estimate) fifteen per cent of the
student body. These clubs are
a l l o c a t e d u p w a r d s from sixty
percent of the student activities
fees receipts,, a rather generous
offering. This sixty percent eats up
what is left after TICKER and
WBMB allocations a r e m e t .
Nothing is set aside for purchases
of r e c r e a t i o n a l or a c a d e m i c
facilities that may help fill the void
of time the majority of students
must face.
Yet this is only the prelude to a
masterpiece, the plot of which has
yet to jell. The majority of our
student senators belong to clubs.
They. fight like Spartans for the
acceptance of their clubs' budgets,
yet they can't even think to hold
some mmoney over to be used for
the betterment of the Baruch
environment. Is this, not special
interestt Am I being influenced by

some idealistic misconception to
believe a s e n a t o r should be
responsive to the needs of the
community and not just his special
interest? Still, this type of performance has been tradition at
Baruch college. It has been
o-adition at Baruch college :o elec:
-epresentatives whose real inrerests iie in enriching the coffers
of their clubs whose lackluster
programs have failed to service
the needs of the Baruch students
not involved in their functions, the
vast majority. They have literally
been stealing our money.
Somewhere in the a r e a of forty to
fifty thousand dollars is received
from student activities fees. About
twentv thousand of this is allocated
between TICKER and WBMB.
These at least, have some semblance of serving the general
student body. The rest is given to
the clubs who m o s t l y s e r v e
themselves. The average club
allotment is about one thousand
dollars. Some clubs have received
more than five thousand dollars.
Some of this money goes to pay for

t e l e p h o n e bills, t r a n s p o r t a t i o n
e x p e n s e s , office s u p p l i e s a n d
things for which I would not want
to pay unless I was involved, with
them. Yet the student government
allocates our money for these
things because that is what they
are ihere :o do, no matter wha.
they have promised tc- dc.
I need only r e m e m b e r a short
month back when our student
politicos were screaming, "Don't
be apathetic—vote" It would have
been nice for them to have
received a mandate from the
student body allowing them tc
engage in their treachery. Only
sixteen percent of the student body
voted—hardly a vote of confidence.
The next time registration rolls
around, refuse to pay the student
activities fee. Deduct eight dollars
from the sixty dollar consolidated
fee. If our elected representatives
are not going to act in our behalf,
they should not be allowed to act at
all. If they can't deal responsibly
with the money they have, they
should not be given money to deal
with in the future.

Letters
Mr. Unsigned:
inere is nc doubi ihere are
things going on in the Student
Center which are not allowed by
the college administration. It is the
administration's responsibility to
enforce its policy. It is not your
duty, Mr. Unsigned, to agitate or
conjure up false information. '
True, Blacks may be involved in
some of these accusations but that
is where your information ceases
Every student, Black or White, is

capable of deciding what he wants
and who he wants to buy it from.
Accusing or using Blacks as a
scapegoat will never rectify or
e l i m i n a t e the p r o b l e m , M r .
Unsigned, but will only cause more
friction and hostilities towards you
and among the students. Hell, if
you have something to criticize,
propose a solution, don't just
agitate.
Hitler had a scapegoat, the Jews,
and you know what happened to
Hitter.
B_ A> N >

TICKER welcomes all typed ^
letters dealing with the Baruch
Community.
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Castles Burning
one peachy - Keen smut column by Ken Wax
How To Score With De Goils
— Meeting da chick —
Okay turkey, before we can get you scoring,
we gotta find some bitch for ya to score wit'.
So, first ya gotta find out where they hangs
out. Then once you sees some pieces of a s s
you gonna move in and intrest em with your
snappy wit. Here's couple of sure fire lines:
'Hi r My n a m e is Bob. Wanna f-k?'
'I'm very rich and I will give a lot of
money to the next girl I go to bed with. . . '
'Hey
baby, you hungry?'
'Hir—My n a m e i s Lew. Wanna f..k"
'Hi* Its me, Bob again. Hows your
headache?'
Now you got the chick talking to you. Next,
what you wanna do is turn the subject to s-ex. There a r e two different ways to do this;
physical and verbal.
Physical techniques:
While during a conversation take your
hand gently and place it on your knee. Then
slowly slide it up your thigh and then down
again. Gaze into her eyes to see the effect
this h a s upon her. If her eyes a r e partially
closed it means she is falling into a
passionate trance and you should place your
palm gentry on her knee. If her eyes a r e
mostly closed it means she is a victim of
your style and you may proceed to caress
her thing. If her eyes are fully closed it
means she i s asleep and you may proceed to
take her wallet and leave. So, now you got a
wallet but you ain't got a broad. Better try
verbal tactics.
Verbal technique:
To guide the conversation (and your
moods) towards s-e-x you merely have to
keep in mind that the female gender goes
absolutely wild when men talk dirty. So, all
you have to do is casually insert a double
entendre (That means a word wit' two
meanings, turkey") into the conversation,
then you can escalate (Raise, turkey') the
talk to dirty words (hube-huba). Here's a
couple of good double entendres:
Come.
Period.
TooLPussy.
Orgasm.
Telling a dirty joke will dethaw many a
frigic feline.
A: Say. dc you like pussycats?
B: How'd you know my name is Karz"?
Now that you got all these chicks inCsteac
0*1 the Dalm" of vour hand, what yc' gonna dc
we --"''
will* begin
„ • * . • - -- ' — ^
- - - " *•'-"'•
- is where
'
"
;each vou technicues that
right now. I w
-

have been passed down thruout the Indian
history. What I will show will m a k e the
Karma Suture look like Andy of Mayberry. I
will instruct you in the styles of the
Gowanninf F a s t a t r i b e s of S o u t h e r l y
Glendale. And tell you of how they keep their
women chaste until caught. You shall be one
of the few knowledgeable in the ways of
position No. 346: the triple flip, full ghana,
double summersault position' - • - • • •

—a

rthmufcy

"Hidden Thouts; Deep Observations; and,
Things You Always Wanted to Say But
Never Had the Guts to Speak About"
:
Speed Kills Maybe yes and maybe no. you live in Queens and most of your friends
Only if you hit something or skid on a wet are in Brooklyn what do.you do? Take a
patch and don't m a k e it around
a too-sharp train? Spend all your night on a deserted
turn. But speeding is fun r It is not' a station or in a noisy and dirty train? Have
sickness, a mental aberration nor is it you ever been rolled because you fell asleep
inherently harmful. And more to the point, on the subway? Yeah, we're all dangers on
those who a r e currently pushing the cam- the road. J a m e s Jones wrote a couple of
Do you notice how m a n y McGovern paign against speeders have obviously short stories about alcohol and driving and
supporters -are now -brandishing -SffXPN . Tiever felt the exhileratkm-of-seeing -the aiey i re--w©rtb- -reading ;-~43Fbe^ -Ice-Cream ~
buttons? Old Gertrude (I-really-wanted- needle on the speedometer push 100 mph as Headache and Other Short Stories). But
Nixon-all-the-time) Fornblatter told m e : " I you top a hill ang begin a long plunge into what if "you hit someone and kill him? Or a
really wanted Nixon all the time."
the depression/Or watch as your car hits 118 litte kid? Or yourself? Do unto others as you
on the Florida Turnpike and you cruise would have them do unto you. Do you accept
Who is the girl in those 'Moaner Mona' along, your hands gripped tightly to the the risk? the challenge of that statement?
pictures Andy Franklin is peddling in the wheel with the radio blaring and the sun Having been burned twice do you sit a t home
shining or the moon and the stars out in a and get smashed by yourself thus proving
Marble Lounge?
black sky completely free of pollution. That that you're becoming an alcoholic? Or do
I suppose I should confess. I am writing is living; that is action and that is fun. As you get out onto the roads and hope and pray
this week's column during m y Polygomy I you push harder and harder on the ^ a s pedal that th percentages aren't against you that
class when I should be studying. We're and the car picks up speed and your heart night and that somehow you'll get through it
having a test next week and I'm not certain begins to pound (believe me, it does) can okay because you know, intrinsically, that
of the difference b e t w e e n
' a n i m a l you doubt that the ultimate perfection of FATE has prepared an even greater future
western civilization is embodied in the or an even more spectacular Death for you?
husbandry' and 'bestiality'. Oh well.
several tons of steel that you sit within and Rough questions so you play it by ear and
This week's activity around Baruch (guys that takes you on trips to beyond. That metal after every weekend chalk up another favor
monster, eating gas and oil and soaking you you're going to have to pay back sometime
only)
all the money you've got provides a in the future.
Saunter up to the Ticker offices on the for
release that is almost unparallelled by
third floor and catch a glimpse of the anything else in the human experience.
Mona: Where were you when I needed
Advertising Manager. Boy, talk about huba- Drugs, alcohol. The hell with them r Just you?
huba. And when sher: walks . . . SHAD- give me my car on a run to South Carolina or
DYWADDYDDODAH*
to Miami Beach, non-stop, through day and
For someone who has built a lifetime on
night and back into day. And if your engine detachment and studied disinterest I find
This w e e k ' s a c t i v i t y a r o u n d B a r u c h explodes, or your tire blows out or a truck myslf constantly getting too involved with
(females only)
pulls out ahead of you, well, you don't want certain girls along the way. But is that bad?
Sashay on up to the Ticker offices on the to live forever...
Well, I don't know. I have discovered that
third floor if you want to meet guys. They're
^my views on that hypocrisy known as the
all gonna get pretty worked, up over this
standard aren't all that advanced.
Krishna Consciousness- Hare Krishna. double
Advertising Manager chick but when they
Sure,
I
go out with as many girls as I
All those Krishna people do is beg want butcan
all discover whe's already taken (I heard Bullshit.
the
(or two which is possible
bug you as you walk down the street without using one
she was swept off her feet by some fast and
anybody)
girl I've "fallen" for
straight
or
spaced
(I've
found
that
it
doesn't
shouldn't
a
c
t
the
s
a
m
e
way. Or m a y b e she
talking humor columnist. Or something like matter which); And playing the drums and
that.) they shall return to the market and banging on cymbals and tinkling bells and should be discreet so that I don't know
there you a r e sitting there. Clever girl. And looking like escapees from a circus freak anything. Of course, there's no reason to do
if you're lucky, you might get to see those showt" Yeah, I'm sure a hip college .student that a s I don't m a t t e r much anyway. And^of
detacneS "ana
two luscious hunks, of manhood, Bofe.and and I'm sure committed to inmviauai course^ VtaxSOM^""alwaysself-reliant
to
the
end;
a
genuine
Rob.
freedom. Then how come every time I see Nietzchesque superman self-containedquasiin a
Although my birthday was November 4, I any of diem I have to restrain myself from
manner
that
would
win
approval
from
Ayn
have gotten a court order holding open the beating their shaved heads in and stomping
Rand.
Sure.
receiving daces on presents. Send 2hec> tc them? Must be some atavistic urge. Or
m e care of this paper.
maybe I'm just a potential neanderthal : ?'
Who cares who Clyde Wingfield is?
Shake it easy.
For epicirrean datatitions, it should be
Marijuana, huh? Everybody's doing it,
And now we've got someone else to rock
noted that I like baloney. It's a hang-up.
esoeciallv in my circle of friends. But I still the boat. Only this coward refuses to sign his
.Shake it easy, dude. Xe: v / S t i ^ . _ — ~
can't dc it when I'm in any sort of conscious name to a poorly written, grammatically
is '-'our carnous.
state which is still more than a good 'ncorrect piece of crap. I'm referring to that
maiority of the time. It's funny 'cause I absurd letter in last week's TICKER "exauditioned a commencement speech back in posing" the existence of gambling, pot
-igh school that called for legalizing all smoking and drinking on the second floor of
drugs and not onlv pot. And now, three years the student center. Now take note of the
>
psychologists
later, I still, quite frankly, don't like to see language I use. I t is intemperate and rude
definiie.y
someone is insane or not. There is nothing :n pot smoked. Maybe it's because I feel left but I don't care as this craven rat will
this world we can ever be definite about. out. Yeah, I know all about the other stuff probably be too afraid to crawl out from
Man is just a small facet in this world. Once and how I'm crazy and a certified madman. under his rock to expose himself. Sure all
crvstal within a larger crystal, the earth. Which is why my aversion to, and disgust these things go on, both within and without
And the earth is a small crystal within our with, oot is so absurd. Probably just another Baruch. If one doesn't wish to engage in
soiar system. And our solar system is symptom of impending mental breakdown. such "sinful" activities there is no pressure
another*crvstal within the universe and the
to do so. However, our yellow-backed
universe is an crystal within what? our
Women's Liberation : Rah, rah, rah. crybaby is obviously the possessor of such a
minds? within our souls? We can never Everybody gotto be free from oppression. weak will that he feels himself being drawn
know the answer to this. My idea m a y seem Women gotta have jobs with equal pay. inexorably t o * $ « l a life of sin and
far fetched but I believe everything goes in a Ever notice all those girls who work steadily d e g r a d a t i o n by all those nefarious
circle. This world of material nature is all at jobs that pay the same as yours. And characters who congregate in the second
illusion, it is merely a projection on our when you go out with them they let you pick floor slum which might better be called th€
mind. Our senses have been disoriented into up the tab. And they go away every vacation "Hong Kong of 22nd Street." And to bring in
believing w e are touching objects, smelling while you either stay at home or somehow the issue of race just to spice everything up
scents, hearing sounds, seeing things. But escape because you've scraped or borrowed And how about the threat to publicize the
we are really experiencing ourselves and enough. Women's Liberation. Yeah, I'd like conditions a t Baruch? My cowardly friend,
seeing our own nature. The purpose of our
what else is new under the sun? Love it or
see
existence is :c find out why we are here. And
leave it; bear it or retreat' In effect, come
we will never find out why because the
So now I've got to defend drinking, out or get bent. Which is a challenge.
purpose and our finding a r e one and the especially
my own. Which naturally puts me Though I no longer hang around the lounge
same. What we will find is our purpose and on the defensive
I'm basically such an areas I'd like to see the pathetic loser who
our purpose is to find that which we have inocuous soul since
who
wouldn't think of wrote that letter. Bu I never will.
found. So we will be going in circles. If w e questioning all those jocks
who limp off the
already know that we are here to find out
CFD: One of you'is becoming excited over
why we a r e here, we will be at the place field on the weekends; or who wrap their
legs
in
yards
of
tape
and
drop
Darvons
to
kill
your
apathy and general state of mind.
where the sensory world is an illusion. Time,
the
pain.
And
all
those
school-age
kids
who
Watch
out for h e r :
space, good, bad a r e all the same in that
they are all illusion. We must reach this are sept out to win fame and glory for thenpoint where the opposite poles meet and schools and who instead wind up with
become one and the same. And then we broken bodies and smashed minds. Sure,
won't move in a circle anymore. It's like the drinking may not be theoretically as healthy
beauty of a new born child so fresh and alive as playing all sorts of sports but my knees
accepting ^everything in a pleasant way, are still good, my ankles still support my
looking at the illusions andTsayingTo itself; weight a n d - I i i a v e n ' t spent any tone-m-a'wow* what a freak,' but not being able to cast. But I'll strike a compromise. You don t
express it in words. Growing up and lear- bother me about my means of fun and I
ning words which do not quite describe the won't bother you about yours. Okay?
experience once felt, loosing track and being
caught n the net that everything is solid and - Gasoline and alcohol don't mix. 27,000
traffic deaths every year show that. But if
(Continued on Page 10)

The Freakv P h i l o
The s a m e shiz is happening all the time. don't normally talk about politics but I feel
the re-election of Nixon is a bad omen for
this country- It means four more years of
stagnation in the area of consciousness
raising. During his term we have not
progressed rather we have gone backward.
Suppression of the individual is what he :s
all about not advancement of mankind or
peace. Nixon doesn't even know what the
word means. But what can we do about it
right now, we have no choice but to follow
him along. I just want to make one warning
as McGovern said: Don't give up your
principles. Don't let Nixon indoctrinate as
he has done to so m a n y others who were
afraid to stick to their shit. Keep up the
interna: orogress within your mind so that :n
the next four years we will grow in numbers
and maybe have a chance to swing this
nation into the realm of peace and love.
I'm just writing this as I go along since I
did not have time to prepare an article tins
week (midterms and the rest of that kind of
proving to the teacher that I a m a student
took up most of m y time) Someone Just gave
me an idea for this article so I'm dedicating
this to him: Bill.
The universe is a limitless entity. Our
human minds cannot imagine the extent, to
which it extends. We can only relate to it in
our own concept of the Earth and the
planets. As far a s we've progressed m the
sciences today, we still cannot ever imagine
the possibility of Tahdiflg: on the farest
reaching planet within our solar system.
Common m a n cannot even hope to e x P l o r e
all the possible regions within this earth (an
example is the new tribe which had just
recently been discovered in the PhiUipmes)
Oceanographers stiff don't know the limits
of the world's seas and oceans. So how can
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La Plume de L'Ecrivan

Standing Ovation for Theatron
by Kevin Howard Dubrow
excellent performances. Secretary Speech Department. Thanks to
of Defense Parsons, played by John Bubel of Buildings and
Brian Bergmann, had so many Ground Dept, Audio Visual
many
faculty
intricate lines that every time he Department,
talked I just had to laugh. The members, many students from
performance by Richard Coleman, lighting to publicity work, and
Administration's
as the Attorney General, was Ba-riich
extremely
convincing. The assistance. I was extremely happy
direction by Ms. Eleanor Ferrar to see a fine play done at this
must be strongly commended. No college. It is good to know that
one missed ^ imenor was anything "talentdbes exist at BaruchT From
missing that could have brightened the new Theatron's opening I can
see a bright future ahead and more
the show.
The play was put on by the plays coming in the near future.

Recollections trickle
dewed petals;
jasmin minted tea;
and the hummed sea
only speaks of you.

Tired
= f voices-sing of sleep •=---^
persuading 'abating sounds
tic.. .6c

--

K e n Russell's "Savage
Messiah " Bows

+ ++
TODAY
SURROUNDS ME
YESTERDAY'S MOLTEN LIE

+ ++

I

Scratch the oak
Inspiration
falls from m e
and rots into compost
And soon
we lay in a heap
garbage- strewn
bacteria masses reaking

NOREEN BALCH

t ++ +
"No, I did not regret the past. My regret was for the present day, for
all the countless hours and days that I lost in mere passivity and that
* brought me nothing, not even the shocks of awakening."
•tWWgWpMjIl.Dlf.HHI ,M"I"1I,»I
^ W ' * - i £ S 3 > i i W V , v . , - i - " .'.C*.-i JVC.,

One of the best plays I have seen
this season was not on or off
Broadway but right here at
Baruch. Jules Feiffer's The White
House
Murder
Case w a s
thoroughly enjoying and contained
superb acting. I was amazed to see
an audience'so amused and a
college play so professional.
The play was presented by
Barucirs "drama club; Theatron,
which will produce one play per
semester. The production was held
in room 306 in the Main Building
which was turned into an experimental theatre for the two
nights of showings. The effect of
having the stage in the middle of
the audience was very effective
and contributed to the effect. The
lighting and props were perfect
and used with great skill. The only
criticism I could find was that
there were only two performances,
on November 3 and 4. I feel that
By Steve Kohn
more people at Baruch should have
The n a m e Henri Gaudier- stormy, it established Russell as a
the opportunity to see what effort
Brzeska i s perhaps best known to man with great potential.
and work can accomplish.
What followed, unfortunately,
The most dynamic performance true art lovers, the French and Ken
Russell.
A
life-loving,
though
was
a rash of alarmingly strange
was turned in by the murder victim
practically
destitute
artist,
and
gruesome
subjects.-Each film
of this comedy-mystery, Cynthia
Cross. Portraying the first lady as Gaudier-Brzeska lived to be only 23 was loud, hyper-kinetic and
a liberal Martha Mitchell, she years old. Killed during World War disturbingly grotesque. Several
produced much laughter and I, in 1915, he left behind a neat had great merit though—few
during a long dramatic passage treasure of sculptural; creations directors can be as floriously
touched everyone present. The whose mood and feeling preceded romantic a s Russell. Only in
play opens on a battle front with Picasso by a good fifteen years. retrospect and with several films
soldiers dying on the field. The
The Brzeska appended to histo consider does Russell's penscene then switches to the political name was the result of his meeting chant for the macabre become
arena of the White House. The cast and subsequent affair .with a apparent. "The D e v i l s " and
lets the full poignancy and sar- middle-aged Polish woman, Sophie "Isodora" both show it. Even "The
casm of Feiffer show through. On a Brzeska. An . aspiring authoress, Boyfriend" has an aura of imBrazilian battlefield (a n e w she unfortunately remained so for pending strangeness.
Vietnam), two soldiers dying from her entire life.
It is both the predictability of
a secret destructive g a s come
Russell's
films and the continued
The affair between sculpture and
through perfect^ - as characters authoress
use
of
the
bizarre that make his
was tempestuous and
work
-BO
tiresome.
K«bric*^ for
unusual. Never consummated, the
At the White House*- the- two decided to become brother and example, has been able to get away
viciously political cabinet turned in sister and thus adopted -each with it in "A Clockwork Orange"
*
other's names. Intensly jealous because that film is only one
and possessive and 'spiritually' in removed from "2001". Russell has
love, their relationship frequently been doing it for four years. The
became rather tenuous as it 'enfant-terrible,' with humility in
hovered on the brink of disaster. hand, must soon switch gears.
Perhaps Russell's greatest asset
While both considered themat
the moment is his ability to get
selves true artists, their moody
top
notch performances from his
nature and explosive tempers were
at least partially pretention. Their cast. While once a Russell fan, I
circle of friends ran the gamut recommend SAVAGE MESSIAH
from very proper aristocracy to with great trepidation and
basically for the performances.
Warhol-like characters.
Dorothy Tutin as Sophie is earthy
An obviously fitting subject for and vitriolic. She is totally efMr. Russell's attention, the film's fective. Newcomer Scott Anthony
biggest fault lies in the very fact as Henri gives a moving and
that it is so obviously a 'Russell- sympathetic
performance. The
subject.' What are Russell sub- balance of the cast is all fine.
jects? A small explanation, if you
SAVAGE MESSIAH is visually
will.
exciting (as are all of Ken
"Women in Love" first brought Russell's films), but the Germans
Russell to the attention of the have a fitting word for describing
American public. Beautiful to look, this film in its proper perspective:
at, serene though sporadically ausgespielt.
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Yet the night's roar
descends like cannons
and rocks the stone foundation
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The Analyst's Ear

Up On The Stage
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Is It 1984

Yet?

T h e Law Society i s proud to present
a symposium o n the issues o f Civil
Rights and Civil Liberties. T h i s
discussion will feature Professor
Irving Anolik, a distinguished
speaker o n civil liberties.
At this
symposium we will discuss to what
extent our privacy is b e i n g invaded.
Our phones really b e i n g b u g g e d ?
I s the government compiling files
^ o n our private hves? Are our
conversations b e i n g taped? Come and
out - all invited.
Nov. 16
12;00 Noon
Will Be Served

Road Runner
Cartoon Festival!
Wed. Nov. 15 12-2
OAK LOUNGE

Of
The Jews As Sheep

by Vincent Bryan

sac
Lddress questions to
Vincent Bryan
201, Baruch College

AM.A.

/ #
there has always been a peculiar
# /
PeggyFihs
class of parents who would prefer
to suffer an injury rather than find
Apathy is a much discussed topic
*
themselves inhibiting or inof late; it is the infamous demon
QUESTION: I am 1ft years old. I terfering with the physiological
that seems to have engulfed the
By Glenn Bank Chapter Chairman
fight and argue with my parents all development of their children. But,
Baruch College community. At
tune. Sometimes I give in, but under the perennial banner of "for
Thoughts of the Holocaust are no nonexistant We know nothing of Baruch, the great complaints-are
tost o f the time I think that your own good," these same stranger
to my mind. Less than 30 the brave defenders of the Warsaw the tremendous lack of student
»y're just unreasonable. I know parents behave as if compelled to years ago,
a third of my people Ghetto, of the revolt at Treblinka, involvement and the absence of
tt tbey would do anything for me frustrate, hamper, retard and were systematically
eliminated of the Partisans in the forests of any significant amount of studentit they act like they don't care defeat as much new psychological from the face of the earth
because Eastern Europe. We have heard faculty interaction. No one'would
[about what I think or. feel. They development as jpossible. Any they were Jewish. A "erime"-that
dare, debate th^ gravity of thes^ ^
about how the Jews went to~their^-~ complaints,
but no one seemstobe>pposeEverything T want to dor legitimate" butlSfferenf expression both I and close to half the students deaths
like sheep and we have doing much to
rectify the situation.
Right now I want to move out and of impending adult maturity is here are guilty of.
mistakenly accepted it.
This
week,
as its first official
be on my own, but they keep telling greeted doubtfully by s o m e ,
There
are
books,
great
books,
negatively
by
others,
stimulates
When
I
discuss
the
murder
of
function of the fall semester, the
me that I'm crazy for wanting to
some to prohibhit with threats of those six million with my peers I that tell of the unbelievable Baruch chapter of the American
leave. What is your opinion?
extreme punishment, and others to usually hear something to the heroism our people showed the Marketing Association will make
ANSWER: At 19. you do not sound become hysterical with rage, tears effect that the holocaust i s just a Nazis. These hooks lie on the its contribution to a less apathetic
crazy for wanting to be on your and depression. At-the same time, shadow from the distant past.. shelves of libraries, dusty and Baruch. On Thursday, November
own. I do not know what is best for many of these well-meaning Something that took place ages ago untouched, because all of us have 16, the A.M.A. will sponsor a
you, but I do suspect that your own parents would be dumbfounded and therefore^what is the use of been too lazy to look for them.
Student-Faculty Reception in the
sense, of inner turmoil is in- were they able to grasp the idea talking or thinking about it? Well,
I would like to relate one story of Oak Lounge of the Student Center
terfering with your ability to make that any consistent display of if I had been born ten years earlier Jewish Resistance now to conclude from 12:00 to 2:00. The purpose of
an adult decision that considers parental patterns of rebellion than I was, I would have been this article. It is but the tip of an the reception is to afford all
any sensible points your parents against developmentally sound eligible for the ovens, The person I iceberg...the rest lays around students the opportunity of
advance in your behalf. In general, assertions might lead to results of love most in this world escaped the waiting for YOU to discover and meeting the more than fifty,
you, and other adolescents who a mpre profound nature than fate of 700,000 Hungarian Jews by explore.
members ,of the Marketing
report constant family struggles, merely simple parental in- all of seven years.«Now that really
One day a young woman walked Department in an informal. and
are usually not against parental terference. In fact, when I come does bad things to my head. If up to the German guards in front of relaxed atmosphere. Through this
supervision, but do resent and across adolescents who a r eKathy had been born in 1944 in- a Gestapo building in Warsaw and, reception all interested, students
oppose parental interference..The struggling with a "blind-double- stead of 1951, her first bath would lowering her large blue eyes will be able to establish a personal
typical complaint is, "my parents bind" of fear and guilt—fearful have been in a gas chamber in- demurely, whispered the name of contact with members of the
are impossible." Is there any truth about the idea of achieving stead of a bassinette. Or perhaps an important Gestapo officer and faculty, a contact that will, no doubt
in these assertions? It is true, maturity, and guilty if they do—I the Nazis would have simply added, "I have to see him about a make the learning experience a
unfortunately, that there are some seem to know in advance that I am crushed her young head on a stone. personal matter."
more rewarding one.
She
was
24,
but
her
figure
was
generally benevolent parents who inside one of these households,
Those seven years were the
From a very practical standh a v e great difficulty in un- once again. Finally, I would like to difference between death' and slight and with her hair in long point, the reception will be of
derstanding
that
intense ask you a question. You stated that living in a world that considers the blond braids she looked 16. She was particular benefit to seniors. Many
adolescent rebellion and defiance you believe that your parents Holocaust a nasty memory from very attractive. The guards smiled of our Marketing professors func\
at her knowingly, ushered her into tion as members of the business
would probably cease to exist in would do anything for you, and you the distant past.
the building and gave her the of- community
their households were it not for a stated, also, that they act like they
as
well;
by
simple fact. That simple fact is don't care about what you think
A few weeks ago I read a story ficer's room number.
establishing a faculty-student •
She entered a n d remained rapport you will be making a great
that it is they, themselves, who and feel. Other things aside, is it about a dozen Jews who hid in the
possible
that
you
have
denied
your
sewer system of Warsaw for three standing hesitantly at the door. A fund of business contacts acstand in varying d e g r e e s of
rebellion against signs of further parents the human right to be a s years so that they could bearV tall elegant looking German rose cessible. Being aware of how tight
psychological
growth
and caught up in their feelings as you witness to the brutality they had from behind his desk, and made the job market is, such contacts
development in their adolescent have been in yours?
seen committed to- Jews. Three known his approval of her looks. are indeed significant.
The girl di&not reply. Instead
clufairejfc»-ttik? thi»*>iav*«o oie m £ ~
years'in the sewers with rats-and
All lower-class m e n and women : "
she
quickiy
drew
a
revolver
from
always elear, but there are-jnaany The answers to questions reflect darkness, with shk and garbage
who feel they might be interested
indications that some of these solely the professional opinions of floating at times just below their her handbag and shot the German in any phase of .Marketing win
parents have long forgotten their Dr. Bryan. Dr. Vincent Bryan is a chins. And now. less than 38 years dead. Then she left the office and probably find the conference even
own- struggles and unresolved member of the Counseling Staff of after they crawled out of those hell calmly walked toward the exit. As more advantageous. Making
problems with their parents, yet Baruch College. He is a Qualified holes it seems that we, the next she passed the guards she smiled decisions about the future is
feel aroused instantly by remin- Freudian Psychoanalyst, and a generation have failed them bashfully and lowered her eyes anything but easy; being able to
terribly for we have closed our again. A moment later she was out discuss questions about a parders of youthful defiance. Indeed, Certified Psychologist.
eyes and ears to the message they of their sight.
ticular course, or future plans in
The - girl's name was Niuta general, with someone who is both
brought us from the dead—
Teitelboim and she was one of the understanding and knowledgeable
Remember us'
Our knowledge of Jewish heros of the Jewish underground in could make getting through
Resistance during WW II is Warsaw.
Baruch that much easier. Why
struggle alone if there is someone
who is willing to help, all it takes is
a little effort on your part.
For those of you who are
definitely interested in the field of
Marketing and would like to
recently received a CUNY Faculty supplement your education with
The Baruch Faculty String Research Grant for studies in some independent study, I would
\ *
Quartet is a professional ensemble ' nineteenth-century French opera. like to tell you about the Paper
Marie Rieks, second violinist, Competition sponsored by the
in residence at Baruch College.
&
During the fall semester, the attended the Manhattan School of national A.M.A. Selected papers
Quartet will perform two evening Music and the New York College of will be presented during the
^
programs, November 27th at 8 Music. She has studied violin with A.M.A.'s fall conference in
P.M.and December 20th at 6 P.M., Frank Woelber and Eugene Settani August; its theme is "Conceptual
as well a s several daytime per- and viola with Raphael HiHyer. In and Methodological Foundations of
formances. All concerts will be addition to playing with the Marketing." The conference will
held in Room 220 of the Main Quartet, Miss Rieks is a member of be structured around ""comBuilding. Included on the first the Bergen Philharmonic, North petitively selected papers dealing
3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
program will be the "String Jersey Philharmonic, Ridgewood with the broad topics of public,
Quartet in G Major, K. 387," of Symphony, and t h e Adelphi policy, marketing management,
Thursday, ^ $ v e ^ 16
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Mozart and the "String Quartet in Chamber Players.
innovations in research methods,
E-Flat Major, Op. 12," of Menand innovations in teaching.
(delssohn. The second program will
Further details can be obtained
Sidney Fried, violinist, studied from
your marketing instructor or
iture the "String Quartet, Op. 18, viola with John DiJanni and Jens
IO. 5 , " of Beethoven and Nygaard and violin with Raphael the marketing department The
"Sme tana's "String Quartet, No. 1, Bronstein. He has played with reception would be an excellent:
in E Minor," ("From My Life"). numerous symphonic and chamber Opportunity to discuss any ideas
Membership in the Quartet_ in- groups in and out of New York you may have, witlflthe faculty.;_
They would be more%au happy to
cludes both artist faculty and City.
offer suggestions and assistance in ;
guests.
Peter Rosenfeld, cellist, i s writhag the papers.
Ora Saloman, first violinist, is
Adjunct-Lecturer
i n Music a t
Assistant Professor of Music at
This" Thursday, when you're
Baruch. She has studied violin with Baruch College. He is a free-lance
debating
whether you'd rather sit
Lorstan Studios 1503 Third Avenue
V. Graffman, I. Galamian, and artist in New York City and plays
members of the Julliard String with the Clarion Orchestra, New and rap with your-friends lor two
Quartet and has served a s con- "York Ch^mber~^Ta^eT^r~Araor^SSth^Street) TVew YortrN-Y. 10028
department,
certmaster of the Mannes College Artis, Leonia Chamber Players, M a r k e t i n g
remember,
if
the
""' Marketing^
of Music Orchestra. In addition, and the Sea Cliff Chamber Players.
LE5-5790
^
_
yea
win andM
r
The. concerts of the
sbe~ h a s participated in t h e
Tanglewood Festival, Berkshire Faculty String Quartet are tee apamy is at least temporarily 8 K ':
* Se§§msted Attke: Shirt, Tie t Jacket.
—
-'--.';;'£
Music Center. Dr. Saloman and everyone is cordially invited: warledV

Guess Who Is Coming
To Baruch

Notes On Music

*r^ >S

Place: S>_jt£gP%y*.4t 408

Tqefik^vo^^.^-am. to 7 p.m.

If the above hows are not convenient.
The studio will be avaSUUe
Tuesday thru Saturday
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (dosed Sunday

& Monday)

Refax Laugh 8Remember
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Students finmed* . •

In The Spirit QTThe

:

v:

(Continued from Page 1)
firing of any teacher. Nevertheless, the Congress did make
by Andrew Barkus and Harvey Ros*j»h©Itz
by Alvin Wasserman
quite
a public relations lite out of
Hear Ye : Hear Ye r (and if mats conclude this superfluous soliloquy
e Senate support. It produced no
Representatives from the 212 this semester 212 is still faced tith a not the most unoriginal • opening with a plea for the success of o
movement
towards student "parOrganization met with: DeanL Roy space problem. Students who run line you've ever seen in a column, more, very deserving .and v»
ticipation.
Senear in bis office to discuss 212 212 workshops are having dif
Both the Board and the Congress ..
212 ^th- students interested in par ending work of our 212 staff goes on the Writers' Community. * / « * * have remained omniously silent on
^i™t^T~One nossibleLSoIution to and on with just one problem, personally, that^flus is one of toe
Organisation is run by
^ l ^ ^ o ^ ^ ? ^ D i 6 c u r i n g weVe«ot nrbne to work with. You most worthwhile and enjoyable the thirty-six student demands.
Commenting in the matter, Alan
S S L ^ E S ^ t o ^ f f S S S d
m l y & it's easy to work your ^ ^ v o r s ^ y o u ^ g e t ^ t o ^
are -interested in,
Shark,
Senate Chairman, has said,
**M~ma**ia&mareMr**ujm*
StoSfhM^
Dean Senear wffl cew*ellujn to the bone in total y ^ u r i n t e r e ^ y o u c a n ^ t t e n d t h e
"Let's face it, students jarej being
^ S ^ ' a S ^ ^ S
w o ^ w l S ^ p e o ^ to a l l e v ^ privacy, but h a v e ^ ^ r b t t d i ^
^J^%^*%£™£^ Tsedvfcs^iwwfir^^^
i^k^bm^lSeS
SehouiL em-, t h e s n a c e problem^we_,are^iace4,^W^t^wnfflgwith you^eapkv^r ^™™™.
^ ^ z f ^ L ^ t ^ f f S jockeying for a better oargaimng
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ! % j g ™ * ^ T ~ ^ * ^
in the words of a d i s t u r b e d
i ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ t position. When it suits theJP.S.C. to
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n g
212
i&KHigh there are less people fellow columnist; "Why aren't you the Mam B a B Q ^ a t 5 : 0 p o e I o ^ I . have student input they call on us,
''i^ilSR^'&SSS^,-'''-thfe^nieSer 212 isstffl
faced
wouldn't
fSu^^Sem.
Students
whowith
run
Whyaren'tflowing?"
you out there with the world.
It pmiss
r o m this
i s e s treading
o b e onefor;
of tthe
h e but they're afraid w e l l speak out
A« important question raised by 212 workshops are having dif- Art Workshops? Ahh, the Art most exciting
for student interests that may not
the Dean is: Bow many people is Acuities finding a place to meet Workshops wending their winsome scholastic year
agree with their' position. P . S X ;
"212re«*attgtsTCBis
is a difficult
avoiding >the real issue,
.
. with students' interested in par- way into the wonderful web of the
FLASH- (bet that got your kee^s
q u e s H U U w « « , w ^ - ~".How
can
you negotiate a contract
question to answer because some
of themany^h»Hu3bdf» offered are ticipating. One possible solution to creative mind (and even that. of attention)
i s procuring your alliterative illiterate). J o s e . ,As> of this writing Ms.. Koreen which shapes, forms, and directs :
experiencing enormous sucress, this problem
while other worfcshiops need jmare classrooms not in use in the 23rd Ramos and.others have been out Balch of the Writer's Community student's education, without
work farg& off Theground. I t e e Street building. Dean Senour will there virtually every hour of me has procured for Tuesday, student input.'"
Frederic
Brandes,
Senate
aren't a s many people to reach out work with 212 people to alleviate day and night reaching out to only November 21, one of the most
the
space
problem
we
are
faced
rare
reception
and
relatively
to this semester d e e to the addition
Executive Director and bargaining
sagacious scholars on our surreal negotiator,
regular reluctance.
ef a freshman center at 50th Street. with.
concurred with Mr.
(whose
Because we aren't as crowded this
n
u m o e rone
o a e priority
p n u n ^ in
m 212
^ * »isuhow
u«
wny
*»iui mc «J.. A.
« . »W.?
. . . sphere
ifll.
\>
«*«. initials are Andy
Zt Shark's view- He said, "I find.it _
Number
w
h y «u^u
aren'tt ^uu
you withjhe
semester, Dean Senour feels there u> tap more and morepeople from This group is Harvey Rosenholtz's giving
Barkus)an
for expository
tne express essay
purposeand
of distressing mat neither side has
own
orain-child
and
one
of
our
the
Baruch
community
to
join
i&-anT mrproved general*- climate **--^TD„—~»K mmmimihr' tn ioin ^„™ t«~».*^viii*i anH «n#» nf our indulging
giving anin expository
essay and
and seen fit to respond to our basic,
deep discussion
most
successful
^workshops.
The
workshops.
It
is
ironic
that
many
with not as much confusion a s last Baruch students would agree that Jewish Awareness Workshop is a discourse on a topic that is close to student demands. I'm sure that the
only interests being considered at
semester.
our • society i s becoming in- coalition of the many and diverse everyone's heart, namely Comix the bargaining table is how much :
Although- there are less people creasingly depersonalized and at Jewish organizations in Baruch for as an Art Form. Be sure and be
of the pie goes to the union and how
the same time they shy a%ay from the purpose of presenting there Fellow Comix Freaks •
much goes to the Board. Past
By the way, we've got a Special experience
212 workshops and a chance to programs of interesttothe entire
shows^ that students,
interact on a personal level with Jewish Community. I s e e it as a treat in store for you Mystic types. profit very little from the type of
fellow students. Some members of real exercise in brotherhood and On November 17 <that's Friday) bargaining that's going on right
Dr. Morewedge will discuss the
the 212 staff feel that a week-end self-identity.
now."
.-*-.''
Someone once said that good topic Evil* Self-love and other
workshop touid increase the
At the October 15th meeting- of
-• ' • * the Senate, Shark reviewed" life
cohesiveness among 212 student things come in threes (I'll swear Mystical Themes.
Come on in. Who says this isn't negotiations for the Senate-atworkers, thusy improving staff that someone said that, even if I
members' unified efforts to draw have to say it myself) and so we the 212 age of exciting events?
large and said, "There's a battle o£
people to wpricshops. The week-end
industrial warfare going on in this
workshop would ber. structured to
University and the students will b e _
convey, to those attending,
me only victim-"~
organizational unity ^nd proper ^
Among the thirty-six basic
Perming techiiiqjjes^along with a
_ Peter Cormgrato and Nadia Dyba
'
demands are calls for:
h a s i c u n d e r s t a n d ^ * M &**&
in which
Prof, B e n f i c e underwent a drastic
—the,
'i&m
3®L try. tot
cont
either
murdered
or
shipped
off
to
their
services, and to disapprove it.
workshoplf he isjjresented "*&*** sociery r o* " S t f i a m ^ e Man a n * Siberian labor camps, Stalin inacceptable plan of activities, uean The
„- need."
stituted the Great Terror in order
—the right of students toDeed.
S e ^
is exten<te<j j ^ warm
o
s,
saia
r
r
o
i
.
t
n
e
l
H
3
In the 1930's, said Prof. to cleanse the Party of anyone who develop, administer and publish'
might threaten his leadership. student evaluations of teaching
Because Stalin wanted a totally competence.
the learning.
___
.
submissive society, the Terror was
—the right of all students to
extended to ordinary people, and, quality health care and insurance
in6 Fnuky PhMo» • • •.
it is estimated that some 20 million on the campus.
people perished.
—the right to legal assistance on
(Continued from Page 5)
the
campus.
everything is solid
and stable, (and insane.
T
Those who confessed, Prof
—an immediate increase of 50
real) It's sad If you can unMemo: to Marty Hershberg, got
derstand the place I'm coming your letter, was happy to know that Rosenthal remarked, may have percent in the number of coun-.
from more power to you. If not, I someone reads my articles. Don't felt that their loyalty to the cause selors.
—the exclusion of any clausesuggest you read some mdian have much time now for a of Communism was so great,
literature and philosophy then you discussion group but will seek however, distorted, that they dealing with governance from the
will find that I am not alone in my recruits for this experiment. Will sacrificed themselves for Stalin's contract.
—the establishment of a double
thoughts. There are many people contact you in the near future. I state. Moreover, torture and
threats
to
wives
and
children
summer session at each campus in
in this world who feel the same way hope you understand why I cannot
weakened
their
will-power.
the University.
A*
I do, but they have been declared print my name:
•=.'
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Earn_
Five Dollars
MEN NEEDED
For One Hour
To Take Part In Human
Relations Research
At CUNY Graduate Center
33 West 42 St. Man.
^_ bet 5th a n d 6tk

Call Dr. Katz
[Human Relations Project 790-469'
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Sports

Soccer T e a m E n d s Season
The soccer team wound up its
second season of intercollegiate
play Saturday by dropping a 1-0
decision to Kings Point. Earlier in
the week the team rallierMor three
second half goals to defeat Hunter
College, 4-3.
The split gave Baruch a 2-5-1
record in its first year ir, the
Metropolitan Soccer Conference.
Overall the team wound up with a
5-11-1 record playing one of the
biggest schedules in the area. All
17 games were played on the road
where most teams have difficulty
winning.
With only two seniors on this
year's squad and the prospect of
getting a home field in Central
Park next fall, the chances of the
S t a t e s m e n posting a winning
record in 1973 a r e good. Three of
this year's losses were by one goal
and four others by two goals.
The difference in the King's
Point game was a penalty shot 20
minutes into the game. A bouncing
'sa": hit 3aruch so-captain Hemtz
Phanord on the a r m in the "oenalty

OPEN THE POOR[ I KNK3U* ^ o f S E
IN TWER5!!'
O FRANKLY SPEAKING

Po*i Off;c« Sox '.tZZ
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area. Phanord, normally a halfback,, was playing his first game
at fullback replacing the injured
Mike Mowbray. Haynes converted
the free shot and that was to be the
only scoring of the game.
Both t e a m s h a d n u m e r o u s
scoring chances. "Their goalie
saved the g a m e . " stated coach
Walter Xopczuk. ''He made four
excellent saves—two on Andy
Okas, one on Brian Knight and one
on Paul Kutil. All were from 11
meters and in. We just didn't have
a finishing touch." Kutil, Baruch's
all-time l e a d i n g goal s c o r e r ,
missed another goal when his shot
hit the cross-bR.
Kings Point managed to split the
Baruch defense several times.
They got several breakaways.
However goalie 3 o r i s K i e r e r
stooped them. "He played veryt
well," stated Kopczuk. "He was
heads up and showed good moves."
Kutil, Ron Derrick and Phanord
also came in for praise from the
coach.
Baruch overcame a two goal

Bowling Team Wins Fifth Match
The Baruch College Bowling
Team won its fifth match in succession on Sunday November 5, by
defeating NYU Washington Square
5-2. In scoring a 2700-2690 victory in
their closest match of the season,
Baruch moved back into first place
with a 29-6 record. NYU University
Heights, who beat Iona 5-2, is
second with an identical 29-6
record but a lower t e a m average.
NYU Washington Square dropped
to third-with-a _28-7-mark.
In the first game, Barueh trailed
through the early frames but
*3oiinced back tc score s r ~~uressive 906-859 vic:orv. St\i "Zoc :
»Q-»

i^.—

Louie LaTorre hit for a 192. After
the first game, Baruch iec. DV 47
pins in total
wood.
NYU
Washington Square, however, was
determined not to be swept and
came back with one 200 game and
two 199 games on route to a 939-854
victory and a 38 pin lead in total
wdod through two g a m e s .
With total wood in jeopardy,
Baruch got hot and shot their
biggest game of the day. Led by
John Katsaros 221-579 and Louis
LaTorre 192, Baruch won 940-892.
However totai wood w a s not
":he last bowler
:or oarucr. sno.

deficit to defeat Hunter as Kutil
scored twice and assisted on a
third goal..Derrick, playing on the
forward line for the first time,
registered his first goal and had
two assists. "Knight picked up a
goal and an assist.
Hunter took a 2-0 lead on goals by
Tsantiris and Daily. KutiFs first
goal on a rebound of a shot taker:
by Knight cut the deficit in half.
Early in the second half the
Statesmen pulled even as" Kutil
scored his 15th goal off a pass from
D e r r i c k . A p e n a l t y shot by
Tsantiris gave the -Hawks the lead
again.
However after that Baruch took
charge of the g a m e . With 20
minutes left Derrick tied the
scored at 3-3 with an assist from
Kutil. Nine minutes from the end
Derrick centered the ball and
Knight headed it into the nets for
the winning goal. It was his fifth of
the year. The loss was the fourth in
seven league g a m e s for Hunter.
Overall they h a v e a winning
record.

Does the high
in Hi-Fi
always have to mean
the price?

ten pin in the 10th fra le, 3aruch
iec by approximately 1C pins in
totai wood with the last bowler for
each team waiting to shoot. Mike
Sabala of NYU shot first and was
there for a double to even the
match, but insterd left a solid eight
pin. Hillard Panoff, B a r u c h ' s
anchorman, knew he needed a
mark to clinch total wood. Hill
buried a strike to finish with a 19C
and give Baruch total wood by 1C
pins.
. F i r s t p l a c e B a r u c h will go
againstv the second place :earn or.
Simda November 19. 2 P.M. s.t

Not at Stereo Warehouse!
i
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Special offer on the most popular
amiable Dual has ever made.
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Oriental Skills

Basketball
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2122 JTiCA AVENUE. BROOKLYN. NEW YORK 11234* (212) 338-8555
Cor Ave N - -: Mile oft Bert Pkwy CFlatbush Ave ) • (roe parking
:n L : 1 180 HEMPSTEAD TPKE . UNIONDALE • C516) 485-1421
: between Hotstra and Meadowbrook Pkwy.)

Tuesday, November 14, 1972
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